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l lanthanide coordination polymer
nanosheets for detection of FOX-7†

Tufan Singha Mahapatra, *ad Ananta Dey, ab Harwinder Singh,ab

Sk Saddam Hossain, c Amal Kumar Mandal*a and Amitava Das *a

Despite the recent surge of interest in two-dimensional (2D) inorganic nanosheets derived from

photoactive coordination polymers of lanthanide ions having interesting optical properties, research in

this area is still in its infancy. Luminescent lanthanide ions, Eu(III) or/and Tb(III), as well as a bis-terpyridine

ligand (L), were used in this study as the building blocks for the synthesis of the archetypical layered

structure of coordination polymers (CPs) (L$Eu/L$Tb). 2D-nanosheets were obtained through exfoliation

of the layered precursor of CPs in a suitable solvent system following a sonication-assisted strategy.

These nanosheets exhibit lateral sizes on the micrometer scale (0.3–1 mm) and an ultrathin thickness of

2–6.5 nm. 1,1-Diamino-2,2-dinitroethene or FOX-7 is an insensitive high explosive; in a binder mixture, it

exhibits a slightly superior detonation velocity of 8870 m s�1 in comparison to RDX. The insensitive

nature of FOX-7 makes it a key component for the development of low vulnerable high explosive

compositions for further application in weaponry. The growing demand for FOX-7, for use as a suitable

replacement of conventional explosives, is of serious concern to human security. Achieving rapid and

efficient detection of this unexplored explosive is a challenging task. In the present study, the developed

luminescent nanosheets were used for the first time for micromolar level detection of FOX-7 both in

solution and in the solid state. A visually distinct color change of the nanosheets from red (L$Eu) and

green (L$Tb) to colorless was witnessed upon UV light irradiation during the detection process. Notably,

the solid-state detection technique could be exploited for developing a commercial spray kit for quick

onsite screening of this important explosive.
Introduction

Two-dimensional (2D)-nanomaterials have attracted substantial
research interest in recent years, owing to their exclusive
physical, chemical and optical properties arising from their
ultrathin thickness and 2D morphology.1–8 Typically these
materials possess sheet-like structures with a thickness less
than 5 nm and lateral dimensions larger than 100 nm or up to
a few micrometers.1 The success achieved with graphene and
graphene oxide,2 metal oxides, hydroxides and suldes,3,4 and
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs)5 encouraged
researchers to explore other types of 2D nanosheets. Very
recently, coordination nanosheets featuring metal ions and
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organic ligands have witnessed ourishing development as
a new member of the 2D family.9–13 These coordination nano-
sheets are generally obtained by adopting two strategies, i.e.,
top-down and bottom-up approaches.1 The former involves the
mechanical or chemical exfoliation of bulk-layered materials,
while the latter allows direct synthesis of 2D coordination
nanosheets from their respective monomers. The top-down
approach is the simplest and most common since the use of
sonication or shaking is adequate to disintegrate the weak
interlayer interaction in bulk materials to obtain nanosheets.1

Coordination nanosheets consisting of luminescent lanthanide
ions are emerging due to their potential for application as
electroluminescent materials for light-emitting diodes (LEDs),
biomedical analysis, optical bres for telecommunications, and
sensors.14–17 Optical materials derived from Ln(III) ions have an
obvious edge over those derived from other metal ions owing to
their sharp and well-dened emission bands, high quantum
yield, long emission lifetimes, and lower sensitivity towards
emission quenching through vibrational energy transfer to the
surrounding ligand systems. Specically, among the various
complexes/coordination polymers derived from lanthanide
ions, those derived from Eu(III)/Tb(III) are the most intense light
emitters and such luminescence can be tuned by doping with
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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a secondary lanthanide ion with retention of the framework
structures.18 In this aspect, the design and the coordination
behaviour of the ligands that act as the light-harvesting antenna
for efficient sensitization of the Ln(III)-based luminescence are
crucial for determining the physicochemical and optical prop-
erties of lanthanide-based coordination polymers (CPs) or
coordination nanosheets. Despite the enormous signicance of
developing smart optical materials, lanthanide coordination
nanosheets have scarcely been investigated to date. The rst
report on lanthanide 2D-nanosheets by Maeda et al. reveals
nanosheet formation of Eu(III) or Tb(III)-organophosphonate by
exfoliation of layered compounds.15 Recently, Xia et al. reported
metal–organic framework based lanthanide coordination
nanosheets (MOF-Ln) as a two-color sensing platform for
intracellular detection of DNA and small molecules.16 More
recently, Mercuri et al. reported 2D-nanosheets of layered CPs
using near-infrared-emitting lanthanide ions.14 2,2':60,200-ter-
pyridine based ligands have been utilized successfully as
antenna groups for lanthanide sensitization,19,20,48,49 as well as
for their spontaneity to form coordination bonds with Ln(III)
ions. The terpyridine moiety acted as an antenna by absorbing
electromagnetic radiation upon irradiation and transferring
this energy to the excited state 5D0 of Eu(III) and 5D4 of Tb(III)
through energy transfer from the triplet excited state (T1) of the
terpyridine by intersystem crossing (ISC) and subsequent
deactivation (luminescence) to the 7FJ ground states.19,20,48,49

Furthermore, appropriate terpyridine derivatives have also been
exploited to prepare coordination nanosheets.10,11,21
Scheme 1 A schematic illustration for the exfoliation of L$Eu and L$Tb 2
and subsequent detection of FOX-7.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
With the recent surge in the illegitimate use of certain
explosives by various organized agencies, there is an urgent
need for effective recognition and quantication of such
explosives for efficient security screening, homeland security,
and environmental protection.22,23 A reagent that allows detec-
tion of such crucial explosives through a visually detectable
change(s) in colour or luminescence with short response time
has an obvious edge for on-site detection. Such a reagent and
the methodology are even more imperative if such a detection
process for the explosives could be adopted for both solution
and solid phases. In recent times, sincere efforts have been
made to develop molecular sensors for efficient and specic
detection of various nitroaromatics-based explosives.24–29 1,1-
Diamino-2,2-dinitroethene (FOX-7) has been reckoned to be
a high-energy-density material (HEDM) with a density of
1.878 g cm�3 and heat of formation of 133.7 kJ mol�1 and has
comparable performance to 1,3,5-trinitroperhydro-1,3,5-
triazine (RDX).30,31 The detection of such high energy content
materials has become an emergent eld for addressing the
crucial issue of national security and safety. Despite its signi-
cance, there is no report in the contemporary literature on an
appropriate reagent that allows efficient detection and quanti-
cation of FOX-7 and this denes the scope of developing an
efficient sensor for FOX-7.

Herein, we describe the synthesis, characterization, and
photophysical characteristics of 2D coordination nanosheets
(L$Eu and L$Tb) using a bis(terpyridine) derivative (L) and
Eu(III) or Tb(III) ions. The nanosheets were obtained through
D nanosheets from the corresponding precursor bulk layered material

Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 1032–1042 | 1033
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a top-down sonication assisted strategy using the correspond-
ing CPs L$Eu and L$Tb, where these bulk layered materials
cleaved into few-layered 2D nanosheets with a thickness of
around 2–6.5 nm. The morphology of these 2D nanosheets was
conrmed and characterized by eld-emission scanning elec-
tron microscopy (FE-SEM), transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) analysis. The lumi-
nescence of these nanosheets could be tuned over a wide
spectrum by varying the stoichiometry of Eu(III) and Tb(III),
while the [L] : [Ln] ([Ln] ¼ [Eu] + [Tb]) ratio was xed at 1 : 2.
Interestingly, L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheets were utilized for
recognition of FOX-7 through a fast and effective uorescence
quenching experiment (Scheme 1).
Results and discussion
Synthesis and characterization of L$Eu and L$Tb coordination
polymers and coordination nanosheets

The ligand 1,2-bis(2-([2,2':60,200-terpyridin]-40-yloxy)ethoxy)
ethane (L) was prepared by reacting diethylene glycol with 40-
chloro-2,20:60,200-terpyridine following a previously reported
procedure.32 The purity of the ligand was conrmed through
standard analytical techniques. Lanthanide-based CPs L$Eu
and L$Tb were synthesized from the reaction of bis-terpyridine
derivative L and Ln(NO3)3$6H2O (Ln ¼ Eu/Tb) in chloroform–

tetrahydrofuran (1 : 1, v/v) solvent as depicted in Scheme 1. The
bis-terpyridine ligand L was chosen owing to its linear direc-
tional effect, where a connection can be established through
Fig. 1 (a–c) XPS survey spectra of L, L$Eu, and L$Tb, respectively. Insets: (
and L$Tb, respectively. The binding energy peaks at 406.2 eV and 406
respectively. (d) Shifting of the N1s peaks of L$Eu and L$Tb compared to
284.1 eV. (e and f) High resolution XPS spectra of L$Eu and L$Tb focusin

1034 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 1032–1042
Ln(III) coordination for achieving the expected 2D-coordination
polymer-like structure. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
analysis, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra, powder X-
ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns, UV-vis absorption and uores-
cence spectral data conrmed the formation of L$Eu and L$Tb.

XPS analysis of L, L$Eu, and L$Tb was carried out to establish
their chemical composition and the valence state of Eu and Tb
in the CPs. The XPS survey spectrum of ligand L showed three
peaks at binding energies of 284.1, 397.0 and 531.7 eV, which
were attributed to C 1s, N 1s, and O 1s, respectively (Fig. 1a),
while the survey spectra for L$Eu and L$Tb showed peaks at
binding energies corresponding to C 1s, N 1s, O 1s, Eu 3d, Eu
4d, Tb 3d and Tb 4d (Fig. 1b and c). An additional peak at
a binding energy of 406.2 eV and 406.3 eV, characteristic of N 1s
of coordinated nitrate for L$Eu and L$Tb, respectively, was
observed. These peaks were not observed for ligand L (inset of
Fig. 1b and c).33 The high-resolution N 1s peak at a binding
energy of 397.5 eV, corresponding to terpyridine nitrogen of L,
was shied to higher binding energies of 398.6 and 398.5 eV in
L$Eu and L$Tb, while the C 1s and O 1s peak positions
remained the same. This binding energy shi was attributed to
the terpyridine nitrogen coordination with Eu and Tb in L$Eu
and L$Tb, respectively.11 The high-resolution XPS spectrum of
L$Eu displayed four peaks at binding energies of 135.8, 141.4,
1134.5 and 1164.2 eV, respectively, for Eu 4d5/2, Eu 4d3/2, Eu 3d5/
2, and Eu 3d5/2 energy states. They conrmed the +3 oxidation
state of Eu in L$Eu (Fig. 1e).34 Similarly, L$Tb also exhibited four
peaks at 158.2 eV (Tb 4d5/2), 163.6 eV (Tb 4d3/2), 1241.6 eV (Tb
b and c) high resolution XPS spectra collected in the N1s region for L$Eu
.3 eV correspond to N 1s of coordinated nitrate for L$Eu and L$Tb,
that of free ligand L. The peaks are standardized using the C 1s peak at
g on the Eu 3d and Tb 3d core levels.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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3d5/2) and 1276.5 eV (Tb 3d3/2), which conrmed the +3 state for
Tb (Fig. 1f).

The FTIR spectra of L$Eu revealed the characteristic vibra-
tions of coordinated nitrate groups at 1486 cm�1 (n1), 1282 cm

�1

(n4), 1068 cm�1 (n2) and 814 cm�1 (n3) and for L$Tb the coor-
dinated nitrate group peaks are found at 1486 cm�1 (n1),
1298 cm�1 (n4), 1068 cm

�1 (n2) and 814 cm�1 (n3) (Fig. S1a, ESI†).
The PXRD patterns of L$Eu and L$Tb are presented in Fig. S1b,
ESI.† The existence of domain peaks in L$Eu and L$Tb at 2q ¼
24.91 and 23.70 with d-spacing values of 3.57 and 3.75 Å,
respectively, was in agreement with the presence of intermo-
lecular p/p stacking interactions in those CPs.35,36

The L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheets were prepared by liquid
exfoliation of their corresponding bulk powder through a top-
down sonication assisted strategy, where the bulk layered
materials cleaved into few-layered 2D nanosheets (Scheme 1). It
was found that chloroform–tetrahydrofuran (1 : 1, v/v) and
acetonitrile are ideal solvent systems for the exfoliation of L$Eu
and L$Tb bulk powder among the wide range of solvents with
different polarities that were tested. Dynamic light scattering
(DLS) measurements revealed that the diameter of the L$Eu and
L$Tb nanosheets was 184 and 325 nm, respectively, in the
chloroform–tetrahydrofuran (1 : 1, v/v) solvent system (Fig. 2a
and c). Furthermore, the stability of the colloidal ultrathin 2D
nanosheets was visually conrmed by the clear Tyndall scat-
tering of laser light (Fig. 2b and d).

FE-SEM, TEM, and AFM analysis were performed to conrm
the sheet-like morphology of the exfoliated few-layered 2D
nanosheets that were obtained from the bulk layered materials
Fig. 2 The size distribution from DLS measurements of dispersed
nanosheets (a) L$Eu and (c) L$Tb in chloroform–tetrahydrofuran (1 : 1,
v/v). Photograph of (b) L$Eu and (d) L$Tb nanosheets dispersed in
chloroform–tetrahydrofuran (1 : 1, v/v) showing a strong Tyndall
scattering.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
of L$Eu and L$Tb in chloroform–tetrahydrofuran (1 : 1, v/v)
dispersion through sonication (Fig. 3 and 4, and S2 and S3,
ESI†). FE-SEM images of the L$Eu bulkmaterial showed amulti-
layer sheet-like morphology (Fig. 3a), while those of the exfoli-
ated materials of L$Eu and L$Tb demonstrated a thin at sheet-
like morphology, which also indicated the 2D features of the
sheets (Fig. 3b and c). For further clarication, TEM analysis of
these exfoliated materials was performed on lacey-carbon sup-
ported copper grids. TEM images revealed the existence of thin
free-standing 2D nanosheets on the lacey-carbon support
without any rupturing, which was indicative of the substantial
mechanical stability that was associated with these nanosheets
(Fig. 3e and g).37 Statistical analysis of TEM images showed that
the average diameter of L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheets was around
193 and 255 nm, respectively, in good accordance with the DLS
data as described previously (Fig. S4, ESI†). Fig. 3e and g, and S2
(ESI†) exhibit sheets of L$Eu and L$Tb with lateral sizes of �1
mm length. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) anal-
ysis along with TEM conrmed the presence of C, N, O, and Eu/
Tb in the L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheets (Fig. S3, ESI†). Moreover,
the elemental mapping of L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheets revealed
a uniform distribution of Eu(III) or Tb(III) ions along with other
elements throughout the respective nanosheet (Fig. 3i–l). The
thickness of the L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheets was further estab-
lished by AFM investigations by transferring the exfoliated
sheets in chloroform–tetrahydrofuran (1 : 1, v/v) solution onto
a silicon wafer. The thickness of the randomly distributed
nanosheets was in the range of 2–6.5 nm and this was evident
from the corresponding height-proles and statistical analysis
plots (Fig. 4 and S4, ESI†). The statistical study of the layer
thickness of L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheets predicted a mean
average height (hm) of about 4.5 nm and 4 nm, respectively. FE-
SEM, TEM, and AFM results indicated that the top-down soni-
cation assisted strategy was effective in providing exfoliation of
bulk layered materials down to few-layered 2D nanosheets.
Photophysical studies

The photophysical properties of the free ligand L and the CPs
L$Eu and L$Tb as bulk materials and nanosheets were thor-
oughly examined using UV-vis absorption and uorescence
spectra (Fig. 5). The UV-vis absorption spectrum of L in aceto-
nitrile (MeCN) solution (1.0 � 10�5 M) has two main peaks
centered at 240 nm and 277 nm, which were attributed to the
terpyridine-based p/ p* and n/ p* transitions, respectively
(Fig. 5a). The UV-vis spectra recorded for L$Eu and L$Tb
nanosheet dispersions (2 mg/2 mL in MeCN) show a new peak
with two shoulders at 315 and 325 nm, respectively, while the
respective lmax at 240 nm and 277 nm remained unchanged.
The emergence of this new peak at longer wavelength signies
the coordination of the terpyridine units of L with Eu(III) and
Tb(III). The solid-state UV-vis spectra of the bulk material of
L$Eu and L$Tb display a broad band maximum at 330 nm
(Fig. S5a†). The photoluminescence spectra of ligand L (1.0 �
10�5 M in MeCN) upon excitation at 325 nm display emission
band maxima at 401 and 424 nm (Fig. S5b†). The emission
spectrum (lex ¼ 325 nm) of the L$Eu nanosheet dispersion
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 1032–1042 | 1035



Fig. 3 (a) FE-SEM images of L$Eu in the bulk state. (b and c) FE-SEM images of exfoliated L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheets deposited on a silicon wafer
substrate. (d–f) TEM images of the thin free-standing L$Eu 2D nanosheets on lacey-carbon supported copper TEM grids (the scale bar is 10 nm,
0.1 mm and 20 nm, respectively). Zoomed-in view of the marked box region of L$Eu 2D nanosheets. (g and h) TEM images of the L$Tb 2D
nanosheets (the scale bar is 10 nm). (i–l) TEM images of L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheets where elemental mapping was performed. Green, blue and
red dots represent carbon, nitrogen, and lanthanide (Eu or Tb) atoms. (j and l) Elemental mapping images of Eu(III) and Tb(III) showing a uniform
distribution throughout the sheet.
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(Commission Internationale de L'Eclairage (CIE) coordinates:
0.69, 0.28) exhibits sharp emission bands for Eu(III) at 581, 592,
618, 685, and 701 nm, which were attributed to 5D0/

7FJ (J¼ 0–
Fig. 4 AFM topography (height) scanning images of randomly distributed
wafer. Inset: height profiles of nanosheets of L$Eu and L$Tb extracted al
height distribution of L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheets based on AFM investiga

1036 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 1032–1042
4) based transitions (Fig. 5b). Likewise, the L$Tb nanosheet
dispersion (CIE coordinates: 0.31, 0.53) shows sharp bands for
Tb(III) at 491, 544, 585 and 623 nm due to 5D4 /

7FJ (J ¼ 6–3)
nanosheets of (a and b) L$Eu and (d and e) L$Tb deposited on a silicon
ong the lines drawn in panels (a), (b), (d) and (e). (c and f) The statistical
tions.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 5 (a) UV-Vis spectra of ligand L (1.0 � 10�5 M in MeCN), and L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheet dispersions (2 mg/2 mL in MeCN). (b and c)
Fluorescence emission spectra of L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheet dispersions in MeCN (2mg/2mL, lex¼ 325 nm). (d) Fluorescence emission spectra of
L$Eu-Tb, L$Eu-2Tb, L$Eu-5Tb and L$Eu-8Tb nanosheet dispersions (2 mg/2mL, lex ¼ 325 nm) in MeCN. (e) CIE chromaticity diagram of L$Eu (1),
L$Eu-Tb (2), L$Eu-2Tb (3), L$Eu-5Tb (4), L$Eu-8Tb (5), and L$Tb (6) nanosheets. (f) Photographs of the corresponding nanosheet dispersions in
MeCN (2 mg/2 mL) under UV light irradiation (lex ¼ 352 nm).

Edge Article Chemical Science
based transitions (lex ¼ 325 nm) (Fig. 5c). Similarly, in the solid
state for L$Eu and L$Tb bulk materials, all the 5D0 /

7FJ (J ¼ 0–
4) based transitions (581, 596, 620, 688, and 700 nm) for Eu(III)
and 5D4 /

7FJ (J¼ 6–3) based transitions (492, 546, 587 and 623
nm) for Tb(III) were observed (Fig. S6a and b, ESI†).

The corresponding L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheets drop-cast on
a glass slide surface exhibited sharp emission bands for Eu(III)
at 579, 592, 617, 684, and 698 nm (CIE coordinates: 0.60, 0.28)
and for Tb(III) at 490, 542, 584 and 621 nm (CIE coordinates:
0.30, 0.54) (lex ¼ 325 nm) (Fig. S6c and d, ESI†). This sensitized
emissions, which are also known as the ‘antenna effect’, were
a direct consequence of the binding of Eu(III) or Tb(III) to the bis-
terpyridine ligand (L). The bis-terpyridine moiety upon irradi-
ation with a suitable wavelength populated the excited state 5D0

of Eu(III) and 5D4 of Tb(III) through energy transfer from the T1

state of the ligand and subsequently, deactivation to the 7FJ
ground state responsible for the observed emission response.19

The dispersed or drop-cast nanosheets of L$Eu and L$Tb dis-
played bright red and green uorescence, respectively, under
UV light irradiation at 352 nm (Fig. 5f). The observed emission
colors of L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheets are differentiable in the
CIE chromaticity diagram. The emission properties of these CPs
and the corresponding nanosheets can be tuned by mixing both
Eu(III) and Tb(III) with ligand L in different stoichiometries
considering that L$Eu and L$Tb are isostructural and their
emissions consist of three primary colours: red, green and blue.
However, in all such CPs and coordination nanosheets, the
[L] : [Ln] ([Ln] ¼ [Eu] + [Tb]) ratio was xed at 1 : 2. The CPs
L$Eu-Tb, L$Eu-2Tb, L$Eu-5Tb, and L$Eu-8Tb were obtained by
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
mixing Eu(III) and Tb(III) in 1 : 1, 1 : 2, 1 : 5 and 1 : 8 ratios and
the corresponding nanosheets were obtained following the top-
down sonication assisted strategy as described previously. The
L$Eu-Tb and L$Eu-2Tb nanosheets exhibited orange color (CIE
coordinates: 0.54, 0.39 and 0.52, 0.40) emissions, while the
other two, L$Eu-5Tb and L$Eu-8Tb, exhibited yellow color
emissions (CIE coordinates: 0.47, 0.44 and 0.46, 0.46).
Chemical sensing of 1,1-diamino-2,2-dinitroethene (FOX-7)

L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheet suspensions were screened to gain
insights into their detection scope for 1,1-diamino-2,2-
dinitroethene (FOX-7), an unsaturated nitro explosive with
comparable performance to 1,3,5-trinitroperhydro-1,3,5-
triazine (RDX). To check this possibility, the luminescence of
the L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheet dispersions in MeCN was recor-
ded on subsequent addition of a solution of FOX-7. A gradual
decrease in emission intensity of the 5D0 /

7FJ (J ¼ 0–4) based
transitions for Eu(III) and 5D4 /

7FJ (J ¼ 6–3) based transitions
for Tb(III) was observed with an increase in the concentration of
FOX-7 (Fig. 6a and b). The luminescence intensities of the most
prominent Eu(III) centered peak at 618 nm (5D0 / 7F2) and
Tb(III) centered peak at 544 nm (5D4 /

7F5) decreased 58% and
59%, respectively, aer addition of 100 mM FOX-7 and were
completely quenched at 400 mM FOX-7 (Fig. 6c). The Stern–
Volmer (S–V) equation was used to assess the uorescence
quenching process quantitatively. The S–V plots exhibited
a linear increase in the low concentration range of FOX-7 (0–140
mM for L$Eu and 0–130 mM for L$Tb nanosheets) (Fig. 6d), while
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 1032–1042 | 1037



Fig. 6 (a and b) Fluorescence spectra of L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheets dispersed in MeCN (2 mg/2 mL) in the presence of an incremental
concentration of FOX-7 (lex ¼ 325 nm). Each solid color line represents the fluorescence spectral nature of L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheets in the
presence of the respective concentration of FOX-7. (c) Corresponding plot of variation of fluorescence intensities of L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheets
upon the addition of FOX-7 with varying concentration. (d) Linear dependence between the quenching efficiency of L$Eu and L$Tb and the
concentration of FOX-7 in the lower concentration range. (e and f) A plot of s0/s as a function of [FOX-7] in the low concentration range of FOX-7
(0–120 mM) obtained by monitoring the emission decays at 618 nm and 544 nm for L$Eu and L$Tb, respectively.

Chemical Science Edge Article
it showed an upward curvature at a higher concentration up to
400 mM (Fig. S7, ESI†).

To assess the process (static/dynamic/a combination of both)
associated with the luminescence quenching process,38–41 time-
resolved emission studies were performed by monitoring the
emission decays at 618 nm and 544 nm for L$Eu and L$Tb,
respectively, in the low concentration range of FOX-7 (0–120
mM) (Table S1 and S2, ESI†). The emission lifetime of L$Eu and
L$Tb dispersions (2 mg/2 mL) in MeCN was found to be 0.66 ms
and 1.22 ms, respectively. The decay proles exhibited an
insignicant alteration of lifetime values (s) when recorded in
the presence of varying concentration of FOX-7 and this
conrmed the dominance of the static quenching process
(Fig. 6e and f, and S8, ESI†).38 The static quenching constant
(KSV) values determined from the initial linear tting of the S–V
plots were found to be 1.91 � 104 M�1 and 2.01 � 104 M�1 for
L$Eu and L$Tb dispersions, respectively. The limit of detection
(LOD) of FOX-7 was found to be 17 nM and 22 nM for L$Eu and
L$Tb dispersions using the equation LOD ¼ 3s/m as dened by
IUPAC, where s is the standard deviation for eight successive
uorescence measurements of blank nanosheet dispersions,
and m indicates the slope of the initial linear region of the
uorescence intensity of L$Eu and L$Tb dispersions versus
concentration of FOX-7 (Fig. S9, ESI†).26,28 Here, the observed
uorescence quenching was due to photoinduced electron
1038 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 1032–1042
transfer (PET) from the electron-rich coordination nanosheets
to the electron-decient FOX-7.42,43

To assess the feasibility of the electron transfer process, we
calculated the relative energies for the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molec-
ular orbital (LUMO) for L$Eu and L$Tb dispersions, and FOX-7.
The relative energies for the HOMO and LUMO of FOX-7 were
taken from the literature, while those for L$Eu and L$Tb were
evaluated by measuring the differential pulse voltammetry
(DPV), absorption, and emission spectra (Fig. S10, ESI†).45 As
indicated in Fig. 7, the electron-rich coordination nanosheets
have higher LUMO energy as compared to that for FOX-7, which
suggests thermodynamic feasibility for a transfer of electrons
from the donor coordination nanosheets to acceptor FOX-7 and
a plausible pathway for the observed luminescence quenching.
A similar type of uorescence quenching effect of MOFs has
been explained by a donor–acceptor electron transfer mecha-
nism.24,28,44 The energy gap between L$EuLUMO (�1.71 eV) and
FOX-7LUMO (�2.87 eV) was found to be 1.16 eV, while this energy
gap for L$Tb (�1.56 eV) and FOX-7 (�2.87 eV) was found to be
1.31 eV. A lower LUMO energy gap for L$Eu presumably
accounted for the lower limit of detection. Hence, appropriate
design of the ligand of the coordination polymer could further
help in lowering the LUMO energy gap further for achieving
a lower detection limit.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 7 HOMO–LUMO energy gaps of L$Eu, L$Tb, and FOX-7 and
a possible photoinduced electron transfer (PET) pathway.
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Subsequently, to further examine the detection scope of
these nanosheets, we selected a couple of nitroaromatic explo-
sives such as trinitrotoluene (TNT) and 2,4,6-trinitrophenol
(TNP), and aliphatic explosives such as 1,3,5,7-tetranitro-1,3,5,7-
tetrazoctane (HMX) and hexanitrohexaazaisowurtzitane (CL-
20). TNT and TNP also exhibited a good response to the emis-
sion quenching of L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheets. The lumines-
cence intensities of the most prominent Eu(III) centred peak at
618 nm (5D0 /

7F2) and Tb(III) centred peak at 544 nm (5D4 /
7F5) were found to be quenched by 69% and 56%, respectively,
following the addition of 5 mM TNP (Fig. S11a and b, ESI†).
Similarly, the luminescence intensity of Eu(III) at 618 nm was
quenched by 50.2%, while that for Tb(III) at 544 nm was
quenched by 60% following addition of 100 mM TNT (Fig. S11c
Fig. 8 (a) Visual color change of L$Eu and L$Tb coated paper strips upon
color change of L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheets drop-cast on a glass slide up
plot of emission intensity of the L$Tb nanosheet dispersion in MeCN (2 m
time.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
and d, ESI†). Similar titration experiments of HMX and CL-20
exhibited no signicant quenching behaviour of Eu(III) and
Tb(III) based emissions in L$Eu and L$Tb, even when the
concentration of explosives was increased to 400 mM (Fig. S12,
ESI†). These results conrmed the efficacy of the luminescence
quenching process for detection of FOX-7, TNT, and TNP with
a distinct preference for FOX-7.

To investigate the response kinetics, we examined the uo-
rescence intensity of the L$Tb dispersion aer incubation with
FOX-7 for different time intervals. The uorescence intensity of
the L$Tb dispersion was quenched immediately aer addition
of 100 mM FOX-7, while the uorescence intensity remained
almost unaffected even aer the incubation time was prolonged
to 4 h (Fig. 8c).

We also studied the practical application of L$Eu and L$Tb
nanosheets for the facile detection of FOX-7 by preparing
nanosheet coated paper strips. The test paper strips were
prepared by dipping Whatman lter paper strips into the L$Eu
and L$Tb nanosheet suspensions, followed by drying in air. The
L$Eu and L$Tb coated paper strips exhibited red and green
uorescence, respectively, upon exposure to UV light irradiation
at 352 nm (Fig. 8a). The prepared paper strips were then treated
with FOX-7 (10�2 M) and a substantial uorescence quenching
was observed on the treated part as shown in Fig. 8a. The results
manifested a quick and convenient method to recognize FOX-7
with the naked eye under UV light. Furthermore, the nanosheet
dispersion (2 mg/2 mL) was drop-cast into the glass slide and
a thin lm was formed on the glass-slide surface. L$Eu and L$Tb
nanosheet thin lms displayed bright red and green uores-
cence, respectively, under UV light irradiation (Fig. 8b). On
addition of a few drops of FOX-7 (10�2 M) on the glass-slide
surface containing the L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheet lms, signif-
icant uorescence quenching was observed on the treated part
as displayed in Fig. 8b. The TEM images revealed that L$Eu and
L$Tb nanosheets retained their sheet-like morphology aer the
treatment with FOX-7 (Fig. S13, ESI†).
addition of FOX-7 under UV light irradiation (lex ¼ 352 nm). (b) Visual
on addition of FOX-7 under UV light irradiation (lex ¼ 352 nm). (c) The
g/2 mL) in the presence of FOX-7 (100 mM) with varying the incubation

Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 1032–1042 | 1039
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Overall, these results indicated that L$Eu and L$Tb nano-
sheets could be considered as a rapid and stable uorescence
sensor for analysis of explosives. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the rst example of a sensor that allows efficient detec-
tion and quantication of FOX-7 by using an optical response.
Conclusion

In summary, we have introduced a new class of luminescent
lanthanide 2D nanomaterials for uorescence-based chemical
detection of FOX-7. Sonication-assisted exfoliation of the cor-
responding CPs in a suitable solvent yielded ultrathin sheets
with lateral dimensions in the micrometer scale (0.3–1 mm) and
a thickness of around 2–6.5 nm. Photophysical studies in solid
and dispersed nanosheets conrmed that the terpyridine ligand
worked as an efficient antenna in sensitizing the Ln(III) emis-
sion. The emission properties of the nanosheets were tuned by
mixing both Eu(III) and Tb(III) with ligand L in different stoi-
chiometries to obtain red, orange, yellow and green color
emissions. These nanosheets were employed to recognize an
insensitive high energy content explosive compound FOX-7
through a fast and effective uorescence quenching experi-
ment in solution and in the solid state through a distinct colour
change under UV light. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
rst report that established a sensing platform for the detection
of FOX-7 using lanthanide nanosheets. Our investigation has
thus unlocked a new path toward the rational design of
lanthanide 2D nanosheets and revealed their promising appli-
cations in recognition of explosives.
Experimental section
Materials

All chemicals and solvents used for synthesis were purchased
from commercial sources and were used as received without
further purication. For spectroscopic measurements, HPLC
grade solvents were used. All procedures were performed under
ambient conditions unless otherwise stated.

Caution! FOX-7, TNT, TNP, HMX, and CL-20 compounds
have highly explosive characters. They should be used with the
best safety protection and extreme care. Only small quantities
(in the mM range) can be handled in the testing process.
Procedure for the synthesis of 1,2-bis(2-([2,2':60,200-terpyridin]-
40-yloxy)ethoxy)ethane (L)

Ligand L was prepared following a previously reported proce-
dure.32 840 mg (15 mmol) KOH was dispersed in diethylene
glycol (225 mg, 1.5 mmol) and the reaction mixture was heated
in 6 mL dry dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) for 1 h at 60 �C in
a nitrogen atmosphere. Next, 40-chloro-2,20:60,200-terpyridine
(883 mg, 3.3 mmol) was added to the reaction mixture and
heating was continued for 48 h. Aer that, the reaction mixture
was cooled to room temperature and the crude product was
precipitated by addition of excess water. Finally, a white solid
product was collected aer repeated washing with water. Yield:
780 mg, 84.96%. 1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3, d): 8.66 (d, J ¼
1040 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 1032–1042
3.7 Hz, 4H), 8.58 (d, J ¼ 7.9 Hz, 4H), 8.03 (s, 4H), 7.82 (t, J ¼
7.5 Hz, 4H), 7.32–7.23 (m, 4H), 4.39 (s, 4H), 3.94 (s, 4H), 3.79 (s,
4H). HRMS (ESI) m/z: [M + H]+ calcd for C36H32N6O4, 613.2565;
found, 613.2558.

Selected FT-IR bands (KBr, cm�1; s ¼ strong, vs ¼ very
strong, m ¼ medium, br ¼ broad): 1601 (s), 1584 (vs), 1564 (vs),
1469 (s), 1446 (s), 1405 (vs), 1347 (m), 1312 (m), 1207 (s), 1140
(s), 1060 (s), 987 (m), 921 (m), 796 (s) and 621 (m).

Synthesis of L$Eu and L$Tb coordination polymers

The ligand was dissolved in CHCl3 (49.02 mg, 0.08mmol) and to
it, Tb(NO3)3$6H2O (72.48 mg, 0.16 mmol) or Eu(NO3)3$6H2O
(71.37 mg, 0.16 mmol) dissolved in THF was added dropwise
and stirred for 3 h. Next, the reaction mixture was ltered in
a Gooch crucible and the obtained white solid was washed
thoroughly with EtOH and nally dried in a desiccator to obtain
the desired coordination polymers.

L$Eu: selected FT-IR bands (KBr, cm�1; s ¼ strong, vs ¼ very
strong, m¼medium): 1615 (vs), 1573 (s), 1561 (s), 1486 (s), 1404
(vs), 1315 (s), 1282 (s), 1229 (m), 1163 (m), 1068 (m), 1011 (m),
815 (m) and 794 (m).

L$Tb: selected FT-IR bands (KBr, cm�1; s ¼ strong, vs ¼ very
strong, m¼medium): 1614 (vs), 1575 (s), 1559 (s), 1486 (s), 1404
(vs), 1315 (s), 1298 (s), 1229 (m), 1163 (m), 1068 (m), 1011 (m),
815 (m) and 795 (m).

Preparation of L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheets

L$Eu and L$Tb nanosheets were prepared from the corre-
sponding coordination polymers by ultrasonic exfoliation in
organic solvents. 1 mg of the L$Eu and L$Tb bulk powder
material was suspended in 3 mL of solvent (chloroform–tetra-
hydrofuran (1 : 1, v/v) and acetonitrile), and was sonicated for
30 min to give a homogeneous dispersion. The resulting
dispersion was centrifuged and the supernatant was collected.

Instruments
1H NMR (500 MHz) spectra for the prepared ligand L were
collected on a Bruker AX 500 spectrometer (500 MHz) and
calibrated with respect to the internal standard tetramethylsi-
lane (TMS). Chemical shis were quantied in ppm with CDCl3
solvent as the internal reference. FT-IR spectra (4000–400 cm�1)
of the materials were recorded with a PerkinElmer 883 spec-
trometer using the KBr pellet technique. High-resolution mass
spectra (HRMS) were recorded on an Agilent 6545 Q-TOF LC/
MS. Ultraviolet/visible absorption spectra were recorded in
1 cm quartz cuvettes using a Shimadzu UV-2600 spectropho-
tometer. Fluorescence spectra were recorded at room tempera-
ture using a PTI QuantaMaster 400 spectrouorometer. Powder
X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns were recorded at room
temperature on a Philips X'pert X-ray powder diffractometer
using Cu-Ka radiation (l¼ 1.5418 Å) in the 2q range of 5–50�. X-
ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) were obtained on a Thermo
Fischer Scientic ESCALAB XI+ using an Al Ka (hn ¼ 1486.6 eV)
X-ray source with a base vacuum operated at 300 W. All XPS
spectra were evaluated using Casa XPS soware. All spectra were
calibrated using the C 1s band at 284.1 eV as a reference. The
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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intensity of the XPS core level electron was measured as the
band area aer standard background subtraction as per the
linear procedure. The take-off angle 4 (angle between the
sample and detector) of 80� was dened with a precision of 1�.
The typical sample size was 1 � 1 cm2. All spectra were cor-
rected with a slight linear background before tting.

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments were performed
with a Malvern Nano series Zeta-Sizer to measure the hydrody-
namic diameter of the prepared nanosheets. Field emission-
scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) images were collected
using a JEOL JSM-7100F instrument operated at 18 kV acceler-
ating voltage. Samples were drop-cast on silicon wafers and
allowed to dry in a desiccator overnight before observation.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was conducted on
a JEOL JEM-2100 electron microscope operating at 200 kV
accelerating voltage. Samples were prepared by putting a drop
of chloroform–tetrahydrofuran (1 : 1, v/v) dispersion of the
nanosheets on the surface of lacey-carbon supported copper
TEM grids. AFM was conducted by testing the samples depos-
ited on silicon wafers using tapping mode with an NT-MDT
Ntegra Aura atomic force microscope. The detailed descrip-
tion of cantilever used for AFM measurements is presented
below.
Cantilever
length
(L � 10 mm)

C
w
�

This journal is
antilever
idth (W
5 mm)
© The Royal So
Cantilever
thickness
(T � 0.5 mm)

R
f
k

ciety of Chemis
esonance
requency,
Hz
try 2020
Force
constant, N
m�1
125 3
0
 1.5–2.5 8
7–230
 1.45–15.1
The used cantilever tip has a tetrahedral shape and the last
500 nm from the tip apex (cone angle 7�–10�) is cylindrical in
shape. The height of the tip is around 14–16 mm with a 10 nm
curvature radius.

Photophysical studies

The luminescence properties of L$Eu and L$Tb were examined
in the solid state and also in MeCN solvent suspensions at room
temperature. During the uorescence investigation, the solid
L$Eu and L$Tb powders (2 mg) were dispersed in 2 mL of MeCN
solution and treated by ultrasonication for 30 min. For uo-
rescence titration experiments, MeCN solutions of explosive
materials of concentration 1� 10�3 mol L�1 were prepared. The
emission spectra were recorded with an excitation wavelength
of 325 nm, while the slit widths of both the source and detector
for the excitation and the emission were maintained at 1 nm to
ensure consistency. The Stern–Volmer (S–V) equation I0/I ¼ 1 +
KSV[Q] was used to calculate the uorescence quenching
process.46,47 Herein, I0 and I refer to the unquenched-to-
quenched uorescence intensities in the absence and pres-
ence of the quencher, respectively, [Q] is the concentration of
the explosives and KSV is the Stern–Volmer constant.

The lifetime measurements were carried out at room
temperature (298 K) using a Fluorolog-3 (Horiba Jobin Yvon)
spectrouorometer in decay-by-delay mode. The samples were
excited at 325 nm employing a pulsed xenon lamp with a full-
width at half-maximum of each pulse of 3 microseconds.

Determination of HOMO–LUMO energy levels

The oxidation potentials (Eox) of L$Eu and L$Tb were measured
by differential pulse voltammetry and then these potentials
were used for the estimation of the HOMO and LUMO energy
values. Electrochemical measurements were performed using
a CH Instruments electrochemical workstation and a conven-
tional three electrode cell system was used with a platinum
electrode as a working electrode and counter electrode and an
Ag/AgCl (saturated KCl) electrode as a reference electrode. All
measurements were carried out in DMF medium containing
0.1 M tetrabutyl ammonium hexauorophosphate (TBAPF6) as
a supporting electrolyte. The solutions were deaerated by
nitrogen bubbling through the solution for 15 min before the
measurements. For calculations of HOMO and LUMO energy
values, the empirical relation EHOMO ¼ [(Eox � E1/2(ferrocene)) +
4.8] eV was used. Ferrocene (Fc) was used as an external stan-
dard and the E1/2(ferrocence) for the Fc/Fc+ couple is equal to
0.41 V, which was used in an equation to calculate the EHOMO.
The band gap energy (E0–0) values were obtained from the
intersection of the normalized absorption and emission spectra
of L$Eu and L$Tb by using the following equation:

E0–0 ¼ {1240/(lintersecting)} eV.
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